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To Whom it may concern, 

 

 

Clara Chedzoy stands out as a unique and brilliant opportunity. My first introduction to Clara was during 

her 8th grade science class where, unknowingly, she was already leaving an impression on her 

instructors. Thinking back through all the classes and subjects in which I have had the honor of teaching 

her, Clara has only grown in her abilities as a person. Through natural talent, unwavering confidence, 

and the refusal to offer anything less than the highest level of her being, Clara continues to push the 

boundaries of her own success. Clara is a winner.  

Collaboration is, in my opinion, one of the most important skills that teachers can focus on in the 21st 

century. Here, Clara made my job easy. Of all the students I have had, none have demonstrated the 

dedication to the task of collaborative thinking as apparent as Clara. Unique problems are innately born 

with unique pathways to fruition; Clara has demonstrated that true understanding is not something we 

can achieve alone; our successes are intimately tied to the success of our teammates. Where many are 

hesitant to adopt this team mentality, Clara is ready to overcome interpersonal obstacles to achieve the 

desired goal. Clara is a team player.  

Students agree that my classes do not represent the traditional education that schools have offered in 

the past. I do not train students through exercises. Instead, I ask my students to practice original 

thinking, authentic problem solving, and perseverance. If a student can learn how to think, their 

opportunities are only limited to their desires. Clara has shown unimaginable ability to transform 

information that is so easily available to everyone, into ideas that most people cannot imagine. She is a 

true problem solver who is able to tap into the deepest levels of her intellect. Clara is a thinker.  

I have tried to paint a picture of Clara Chedzoy through the eyes of an instructor. If I have failed to 

convince you, please contact me at my personal telephone number below so that we may entertain any 

further questions you have. I hereby recommend Clara Chedzoy without reservation. 

 

 

Regards, 

Philip Davidowsky 

(860) 510-2113 

 


